L E C T U R E I1

THE MARKS OF THE CHURCH
I

St. Andrews in 1547 there was much dispute between
the adherents of the old Church and the group that had
already been influenced by Reformation teaching; and in the
course of this John Knox, who had sought refuge there, hinted
that parties should define what they meant when they spoke of the
Church: "We must define the Church by the right notes given to
us in God's scriptures of the true Church."* He was urged to
expound this matter, and the Scots Reformer's first public
sermon "made in the parish kirk of St. Andrews" dealt with
this. He bimselfrepotts that he d e h e d the true Kirk, and showed
the true notes of it, why it was "the pillar of verity," and why it
could not be in the wrong "because it heard the voice of its own
pastor, Jesus Christ."
Later, when the Reformation was established, Knox was
mainly responsible for the Scots Confession, and there we find
the "marks" or "notes" of the true Kirk once again in evidence.2
They are explained on Calvinistic lines to be the true preaching
of the Word, the right administration of the sacraments, and
ecclesiastical discipline uprightly ministered. One Scots writer
says of some outside the Church: "You may see their 'mark' on
their brow"; and another refers to that "badge" by which
disciples are known-namely, love to one another.3 Bellarmine
suggests fifteen "notes" of the true Church;* but the Nicene
Creed is content to enumerate Unity, Holiness, Catholicity and
Apostolicity, and this creed everyone accepts, though Protestants
and Catholics interpret the four marks differently. The notes
characteristic of Calvinism offer no contradiction to these, but
approach the matter from another angle, having in mind specially
God's redemptive purpose in the Church.
The proclamation of the Word might in itself be held to
include the others, the sacraments, and discipline or way of
life, for these are certainly dependent on it. As Karl Earth has
said, "The presupposition which makes proclamation, and
T
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therewith the Church, is the Word of God."6 James Bannerman
of the Free Church of Scotland writes: "To hold and to preach
the true faith or doctrine of Christ is the only sure and infallible
note or mark of a Christian Church, because this is the one thing
for the sake of which a Church of Christ has been instituted on
arth."6 Other marks are scarcely in the same category. Calvin,
r example, says: "Nothing is more absurd than to extol the
acraments above the Word, whose appendages and seals they

This is far from being the attitude of the "Catholic" section
of the Churches, and exactly here we have indeed the main line
of division, the Church of Scotland ranking with the evangelical
es against those which place the sacramental uppermost,
accepting the position stated in the Heidelberg Catechism:
t faith is produced in our hearts by the preaching of the
y Gospel, and confirmed by the use of the Sacraments."8
fessor John Dickie was of opinion that the sacraments had
in position in Scotland since its earlier Protestant days, and
at "there is some sort of causal connection between
ur reduced Churchmanship and our lessened emphasis on the
acraments7';9 but latterly it seems clear that the tendency has
been all the other way, and the work of those interested in the
Scottish Church Society and others has done much to put the
acraments in the forefront so that many appear to have departed
om the Reformation bias. In numerous Churches the pulpit,
merly held a central position, has given place to the
on table. In some cases this merely indicates weakness
tural imagination or an aping of foreign fashions; but
he change may symbolise an alteration of theological outloo
may result in a more balanced view. Ritual interest is
S associated with intellectual puzzlement, while neglect
e sacramental may be an indication of rationalistic tendencies:
alance is certainly needed.
The Protestant revolt from externalism with its rites and
eremonies inherently involved deep and far-reaching hostility
o superstition, and this led to the abandonment of all sorts of
ctices as simply "human inventions"; other customs were
side as no longer required since Christ himself had come: the
had risen, and candles were not any more necessary; direct
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access was available, and means and aids were in consequence
ot needed-all which the pre-Reformation Church had patently
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If religion were to be considered a purely spiritual, personal,
ward concern, there would obviously be no point in having an
anised Church at all. The distinctive feature of Puritanism
mediacy, as with extreme forms of mysticism and quietism,
difference being that Puritanism assumes a face to face
ationship between persons, while quietism yields to pantheistic
sorption. Calvin10 managed to, avoid the onesidedness of
hose who insist that religion is "an affair that lies altogether
etween man and his maker" while turning most earnestly
gainst all superstition and adopting most seriously the Protestant
aluation of faith. For him the spiritual and the rational were
losely related. Faith he defined as "a firm and sure knowledge
he goodwill of God toward us, founded on the truth of the
promise given in Jesus Christ, and revealed to our minds
sealed in our hearts by the Holy Spirit." He thus inclined to
reciate the senses, which had long been the established
1along which the Church had approached the human soul.
organs, incense, vestments, genuflexions, processions
to belong to the childish and primitive now outwn by responsible and educated individuals for whom he
eavoured to set up an adult and understanding ecclesiastical
em, of which instruction on the basis of the Word was the
entral feature.11 Hearing was the one sense which seemed to
m to be closely associated with reason and so in a special way
ith the Word: he actually wrote: "True acquaintance with God
more by the ears than by the eyes."12 It could very well have
ppened that individualistic, spiritual and rationalistic inuences might have led to the total abandonment of the sacraas it did with logical extremists such as the Quakers, who
d that they were thus worshipping in spirit and in truth.
evolutions, however, are often remarkably timid, and
up, not by razing the palace to the ground, as originally
ended, but simply by redecorating it. Marx does indeed seem
have discovered (perhaps from Tamerlane or someone of
at school) the secret of "thorough"; but as a rule after the
ildest upheavals, political, social or intellectual, a great many
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things very unexpectedly survive, and there is actually an
amazing amount of continuity. Post-Reformation scholasticism
is a good illustration: the fight for liberty settled down to that.
What Protestantism achieved was a Reformation, not an annihilation of the past of the Church, and a large measure of the
institutionalism whose abuses had been its cause was carried
over into the new system. The Reformation was rightly a corrective, and should have restored the proper balance between the
spiritual and the institutional. Luther was really very conservative, and had to be pushed by events. Calvin did as much as
anyone to prevent the swing too far to the left in the direction
of pure inwardness, providing a check by his emphatic statement
of the absolute necessity of holding Word and Spirit together.
It was the loss of the latter that had left the pre-Reformation
Church mere dead mechanism: the Anabaptist enthusiasm for
spiritual liberty, however, would have meant the end of all
institution; and in the end Calvinism turned out to be well
ghted on the institutional side, with the authority of the
le, and an elaborate form of Church government and social
The sacraments, which might quite conceivably have vanished
at this time, thus remained as part of what was brought along
from the old ways. Reduced in number to two, and deprived of
some features that had been regarded as essential, and many
that had become traditional, they kept their place along with the
ministry and other important features likewise threatened by the
crisis. They were retained in a form that did justice both t o the
old and to the new outlook; on the one hand the Biblical institution and rite with the special insistence on the real presence
of Christ, and on the other hand the emphasis on the spiritual
through the place assigned to faith in the recipient. Behind
both of these emphases lay Jewish tradition.
Calvin could not but regard the sacraments as a concessio
"As our faith is slender and weak, so if it be not propped up o
ery side. .Our merciful Lord, with boundless condescensi
accommodates Himself to our capacity, that seeing how fr
r animal nature we are always creeping on the ground a
cleaving to the flesh, having no thought of what is spiritual, . .
He declines not by means of these earthly elements to lead us to
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mself."13 Sacraments, he says elsewhere, were given by God
ecause, clothed with our bodies, we are too dull and
to apprehend spiritual things, without being aided by
signs."14 Knox makes a similar statement.15 And quite
mtely according to Calvin, "assurance of salvation does not
pend on participation in the sacraments."16
Two aspects of a sacrament Calvin17 noted particularly:
is an external sign, by which on the one hand, God seals to us
is promises, while on the other hand we testify our faith in
im. The Word remains essential for salvation, and, along with
elements, is necessary to a sacrament, for the action must be
erstood if it is to have any meaning for the faithful or any
ct upon them. Without doctrine it is an empty and delusive
n. There is no denial of the objective; of the real presence:
sacrament is no mere sign, as the Scots Confession makes very
n.18 God does something; he attests the covenant; he seals
confirms. "That sacred communion of flesh and blood,"
rites Calvin, "by which Christ transfuses His life into us, just
if it penetrated our bones and marrow, He testifies and seals in
e supper, and that not by presenting a vain or empty sign, but
y there exerting an efficacy of the Spirit by which He fulfils
hat He promises."19 Speaking of the sacraments, Robert
(1589) says: "God has made them potent instruments to
r the same thing which they signify."20 The sacraments
annot be described as depending upon faith, but they are not
propriated without faith. Neither is the sacrament regarded
a converting ordinance; it does not change the relationship
tween God and the participant. James Webster wrote: "Ye
annot eat and drink of Christ's body and blood if ye have not
spiritual life from Him."21 John Erskine asserted that the
ament is meant "to strengthen faith where it is, not produce
here it is not"; "the seals of the covenant are under the New
estament peculiar to the inwardly pious."22 Calvin felt the
ifficulty of the possible argument that the Word by itself ought
be sufficient; his view is well expressed by Robert Bruce when
says that the sacrament gives us a better grip of Christ.23 The
acrament differs from the hearing of the Word especially in that
t provides a definite opportunity for personal individual
cceptance and pledge; the covenant is sealed and becomes
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binding. The public worship of God, including
attention to the Word while affording opportunity
surrender and self-dedication, scarcely brings this to the point o
self-expression which participation in Communion provides
Communion with Christ one may of course have apart from the
sacrament, and the need for communion with Christ is indeed
one of the most prominent features of Calvin's teaching, as
Kolfhaus24 in particular has demonstrated. Incidentally, it should
be noted that there was nothing denominational about the
sacraments for Calvin or his followers: they were the sacraments
of the universal Church. The Church of Scotland shared in the
statement to that effect by the Edinburgh Conference on Faith
d Order in 1937. But our special concern is to state that for
alvin, though he is prepared to think of the Word as foundation
nd the sacraments as pillars, in the end "the office of the sacraent differs not from the Word of God."25
It seems unfortunate from the point of view of the Church
f Scotland that W. D. Maxwell26 in his account of Christian
iturgical practices speaks constantly of the "Liturgy of the
ord" and the "Liturgy of the Upper Room," thus appearing
limit the Word to one part of the service without any justificaon from the names employed in East and West throughout the
centuries, and so to intensify the separation which Calvin so
isliked. He seems also unhappy in stating that "the Lord's
, in all its completeness, was the norm" which Calvin
to establish at Geneva, and that "within this service" he
ought to give the Holy Scriptures their authoritativ
true indeed that Calvin did not wish "to replace sac
orship by a preaching service," but what he most
ought to achieve was that public worship should a
ce for both preaching and sacrament, the Word being prim
the Lord's Supper not the norm of worship, but a n
of worship without which the service would not be
etc. Power is mediated to the worshipper by the proclamatto
f the Word and "it is the peculiar property of sacraments t
for the confirmation of faith7';27 but in Scotland, as in som
Reformed countries, it was thought unnecessary to hav
1s completion every day or every Sunday, and it was felt tha
there were advantages attached to occasional participation
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to which the pre-Reformation Church
stomed, and disadvantages connected, for exa
formalism and magic, which had been only too obvious when
ere ritual prevailed and sacraments were regarded as necessary
ts of, and not essentially witnesses to, grace, and when
s was laid upon the frequency of the performance. Actually,
never in Scotland any denial of the value of frequent
on, and writers such as John Willison and James
ster and later Thomas Randall28 did what they could to
commend it, and so to bring Scotland into line with earl
ctice and the well-known sentiments of Calvin;29 but eve
e the conviction remained that the proclamation of the Wor

hurches. Part of the ancient mystery
,
, and solemnity of the rite
doubt continued to influence the popular imagination, and
conviction that it was instituted and commanded by Jesus
d naturally full weight, as with Calvin himself. The Scottish
dard documents all give a worthy place to, and make v
ful statements about, the sacraments, allowing both for
stitutional and for the spiritual side, which alike find warran
the Epistles and in the Gospels; but while Word and sacrawere always placed in that order of precedence, and, while
ord might be preached apart from the sacraments, but the
craments could not be celebrated apart from the Word, in
rious ways the sacraments forced themselves into prominence.
idea of validity had some influence, for in connection with
this is inevitably important, and one result was that while
obationer was licensed to preach the Gospel, and others
ch as students of Divinity might be permitted to do so, only a
ordained minister might administrate the sacraments.
n, Calvin had followed precedent in making excommunican the penalty for serious religious misdoings; and in the
formed Churches admission to Communion was special1
arded, being reserved for those authoritatively accepted
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qualified, and that not merely by baptism which was of course
essential, but also by training and confirmation involving some
test as to life and doctrine.30 Communion was thus for a particular
inner circle, representing the full privileges of the Christian.
This feature, which was part of early Church tradition, would
contribute to enhance its position in the popular mind as over
against the preaching of the Word which was emphatically and
definitely made open to all with a view to their conversion and
upbuilding. One of the purposes of the sacraments according
distinguish them from those that
nd there was created for voting purposes
connection with the election of ministers a roll of communiwho were thus registered as the only full members of the
sed Church. There is a certain dislike to attendance at
ing thus taken as the test of full memberurch of Scotland has decreed that Kirk
m the roll persons who, though they
ances, are not showing "evidence of
no share in the Church's work and
t the merely institutional was coming
that some assertion of the spiritual
One illustration of the high place of the sacraments in the
people in Scotland may be found in the
on sermons which form a notable section among the
rses. Mention may be made of
the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper,
9; the sacramental addresses which
rmons of Alexander Henderson
Sacramental Sermons and Discourses
Webster of Edinburgh, issued in
n's sermons selected by John Brown of
lished in 1814, described as discourses
Communion occasions"; the Works of
which include his sacramental
, sacramental meditations and
cramental advices; and In the PuIpit and at the Communion Tab
874), by "Rabbi" John Duncan.
Attention might also be drawn to the interest in th
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sacraments to which witness is borne by the thought and space
devoted to them in works such as those of Bannerman, Donald
Macleod's Baird Lectures, Wotherspoon and Kirkpatrick's
Manual of Church Doctrine, the Church of Scotland Bible Class
Textbook on Christian Faith and Practice, and further by variou
ements of special esteem from a Church which yet so delibery held to the centrality of the Word, as where Webster abo
entioned states, "This sacrament is the most august of all
vine institutions," and Willison says that it is "the most solem
st ordinance under heaven and requires the most pr
e and reverence from us," and Professor William Manso
Communion as "the supreme act of worship."32
ommunion in Scotland was celebrated only once or twic
more recently in many places quarterly, though some
ions to-day have more frequent celebrations. Inremained customary after the Reformation; and in
coilandit was encouraged, partly by the practice of catechising
he whole parish before each celebration-a process which,
11owing for hours of labour, and the combination of bad weather
nd poor roads, and the extent of parishes, might have to be
oread over a considerable oeriod. and was believed to be of the
hest importance-and partly by the fact that zeal and revere extended the period of preparatory and extra services with
result that the ccoccasion" cost many people the loss of a
week's work and the exoense of hosoitalit-vfor the crowds which
isited the parish to share in the excitement-customs inconistent with frequency. Again, though the idea of nourishment
uggested repetition, the fact that the mind was fixed upon somehing done once for all, with essentially permanent and so
resent effectiveness, and not of something constantly rected, did not tend to create a demand for frequency. Also,
very marked solemnity and seriousness attaching to a Scots
ommunion service was actually promoted by its infrequency:
t was indeed an event, actually the only ecclesiastical celebration
year, the only break in the liturgical routine until in fairly
times Christmas and Easter crept back into observance
er English influence. There was besides an almost Old
estament dread which heightened the awe of partakers and
itnesses: the "fencing of the table" was sometimes used by
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enthusiastic ministers in a manner that must have produced
thrills of terror rather than an attitude of affectionate trust;
but the day of such crudities has long passed and people go
elsewhere for thrills of terror, and the Scots observance of the
Lord's Supper to-day is for the most part quite peculiarly
reverent, simple, dignified, impressive and effective.
The special characteristic is "Communion." The word
"Eucharist" is never heard, though Thanksgiving is a normal
feature of the service along with Remembrance of Christ and
of all that He has done, and an attitude of self-dedication as we
seek to appropriate the Sacrifice of Christ, in which connection
Rom. xii. I is, of course, in mind; but the note of fellowship
has predominated in the emphasis on the Supper, the company
gathered together round the Table of the Lord, a table symbolically covered with a white cloth, the Christian family sharing
the elements, and recognising the real presence of Christ in the
midst, as well as the fact of the communion of saints, and so
exneriencine
" true communion. Some Reformed Churches. as in
witzerland and Hungary, know nothing of the Table practice,
ut it has been customary in Holland.
Members make special efforts to be present at those services,
d a large percentage attends, for, as John Erskine expressed
, "The Lord's Supper is a visible badge of our Christian
rofession."33 At the same time, the doctrine that personal faith
entirely necessary, makes the service one that is not only for the
hole religious community, manifesting its unity in Christ,
ut also for each individual, the benefit being little or infinitely
reat according to the measure of the response each gives to the
ffer of grace, and the danger to such as come "unworthily"
clear. David Welsh, who was Moderator of the General
bly on the day of the Disruption of 1843, put this strongly:
ere is to be a solemn interview between thy saviour and thy
soul. Many others, indeed, are to go up along with thee, but th
special work is with Him alone."34
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vagueness and uncertainty. Barthy Cullmanq Flem
con
ington and others have made their contribution, and a usefu
rticle by T. W. Manson has reviewed the situation.35
In the Geneva tradition the individualist and the conmunit
e offered and through
eginning of a new life,
e Wordyand certain promises are made
n engagement to be the Lord's
ans of admission to the membership o
rase "baptismal regeneration" appear
tion is not identified with conversio
S

a staunch advocate of infant baptism? bein

y by the Old Testament practice of circum
its conception of community membership
ighty the covenant idea explicitly including the childr
e root be holy, so are the branches.?' The close connectto
eligion among the Jews was here involve
n the new Israel, wher
strong? and where th
peculiarly one family i
mportance that the Church
on the family for blessing. In Knoxys Book g CO
o you here present this child
desiring that he may be ingrafted i
us Christ??' There is a further stateme
hat all who receive baptism should have
ith, but chiefly "that they be contained
'S people," Aulin beautifully suggests that
ment of prevenient love."36 There has
een much argument as to the spiritual capacity of infants, their
possible earmarking for a life regenerate, the implanting of a
seed of divine life, or even the effectiveness of the faith of parents
and witnesses?but such well-meaning apologetic tends to confuse
two things, and infant baptism is essentially of the institutional

, with
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as contrasted with the gathered Churchy though Calvin woul
have been the first to seek to avoid bare objectivity in this cas
as he would have desired to avoid bare subjectivity in a case o
believersy baptism, There has been much criticismy as by Sore
Kierkegaardyof the apparently heartless formalism according t
which everyone is automatically made a Christian by the cere
mony of Baptismyand where direct personal faith has no possible
placey and it is perhaps unfortunate that such a wide range
meaning and difference of experience have come to be crowd
into the one word: but the issue is scarcely so simple as t
sm has confessional value for the candidatey
e time useful for the impression which it may
er persons; but it may be emotionally dangerousy
ate into the merest denominational conventiony
ritually disappointing; and it would seem that
bilities could be achieved by Confirmation
r Communion. In this connection there is
rters strong feeling as to the need for sound
for full Church membershipy and the desirability of
thoroughness and relevance in the exposition of its
onsibilities. A preparation class presents unique
onditions appear to be more favourable in
e Reformed Churches, for example in Holland and in
ungaryy than they are in present-day cotl land; but at least the
eed is recognisedy and improvement has been taking place.
The Church adopted infant Baptism at a relatively early stage,
it adopted dimcesan episcopacyy without express resolutiony
t under the natural pressure of circumstances: it is thus of
ttle moment that the New Testament offers no direct instrucons as to the practicey though this has worried some overtious peopley as others were actually puzzled by the
of infants from the Ark. The main point was that the
family had become a facty and a fact of moment.
nt Baptism had elements of superstition associated with it
the startyand elements of superstition are still in evidence
all for attention? though some of these are baseless under
v1nismy which teaches that the sacraments are not essential
r salvation. But the practice gives no more than due place to
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the concern of Jesus for the child, an attitude peculiarly acceptable in our time; and the recognition of the responsibility not
only of parents but of the whole Church for welcoming and
~trengtheningthe newcomery and making him feel as early as
consciousness permits that he belongs there, is a feature whose
abandonment would constitute a serious spiritual loss.
The Larger Cafechi~mhas an interesting paragr
life-long "improving" of our Baptismy"by S
consideration of the nature of it, and of t
Christ instituted it, the privileges and benefits
sealed therebyy and our solemn vow made ther
humbled for shortcomings; by drawing stre
and "by endeavouring to live by faithyto have our conversat
in holiness and righteousness, as those that hav
up their names to Christyy;and by brotherly 10
baptised into one body.
Burn-Murdoch37 has stated that the Reformed Church
Scotland did not recognise Romanist baptism. He is entir
mistaken. Ainslie, from whom he quotesy havi
misread the Assembly records, which he repre
that such baptism shall be "reiterat," whereas
question posed at the Assemblyyin reply to wh
"there need not the external sign to be 'reiteratyyfor no papists
minister baptism without water or some form of word.
We ourselves were baptised by papists, whose corruptions and
abuses now we damn, cleaving only to the simple ordinance of
Jesus Christ, and to the virtue of the Holy Spirit, which makes
baptism to work in us the proper effects thereof, without any
reiteration of the external sign." Surely that is suGciently clear.
The modern practice of the Church of Scotland is to baptise
y child whose parentsy one or bothy having been themselves
tised, profess the Christian religion. Opportunity is generally
to imprecs upon parents their solemn reponsibilities in
ction with the spiritual upbringing of their child. For a
ng time after the Reformation the sacrament of Baptism was
dministered in Church, and private Baptism was at certain
eriods much under suspicion as involving Romish superstition;
ut during the nineteenth century Baptism in church would seem
have been the exception. A change hasyhowever, taken place.
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It is better understood that the celebration is no merely domest
occasion but one in which the whole membership of the Churc
ought to show interest7 and it is now at least recognised
the normal place for Baptism is the church. The Bapti
service7like that of Communiony is as a rule very much in
form recommended in the Book of Common Order of 1940.
IV

Communion to press forward in gratitude to a life of sanctification and service. The Govertzmetzt a ~ dOrder of the Ch,wch g
Scotland produced in 1641 refers to the Communion services
"from which the people use to depart refreshed with the grace
and peace of God7 and strengthened with new and fresh resolutions to serve the Lord.77The Shorter Catechim defines a sacra-

easing to God7" and of a11 the good works of believers as
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c'spiritual sacrifices" whereby we deepen our communion with
Christ in His sacrifice.
It is really this practical relationship of the hearer of the
word and partaker of the sacraments to the world that completes
*orship, the glory of God being the end of the good works
which result from the religious experience of the faithful. They
have been told what God wants of them; they have received
power; and, finally, they set about making the will of God
happen, strengthening the Christian life in themselves and in th
community. Scottish sermons often dealt with sanctification
attempting a serious application of texts to practical life, avoid
ing what they call "mere morality," but making much of th
obligations of the Christian in face of all duties, circumstance
and relationships. As one example, sermons of Dr. Andre
Thomson of St. George's, Edinburgh (I 83 I), may be mentione
Good works are the fruit of the Spirit. The worshippin
'function of the Church is achieved when its members ar
renewed in the image of God in knowledge, righteousness an
holiness.
Thus we come to the third note of the true Church an
h d that it mainly refers to the life of Christians in the world
Discipline in its narrower sense covers governmentyinstitution
moral and spiritual. The Books of Discipline of the Church
Scotland settle the regulations for the whole outward conduct o
the religious communityy the polity or policy of the Kirk, its
office-bearers, ministers, elders and deaconsy its relations with
the civil authorities, its responsibility for education, its finances
and such matters. The Westminster Assembly produced it
Directory for the PnbLic Wor~hipof God and its Form of Pmbyteria
Chnrch Government, which became generally regulative i
Scotland. Most important of a11 was the system of control b
graded Church Courts, Kirk Session, Presbytery, Synod an
General Assembly, which system is peculiarly characteristic of
what we call Presbyterianism. Through the Kirk Session, the
Church till the beginning of the nineteenth century played an
active part in the supervision of public and private morals. Too
much attention was paid to outward appearances; and a vast
amount of criticism, a surprising amount of it virulent in
has been levelled against the whole practice of Church disc
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as exercised in this long period; but much of what is said shows
little acquaintance with the civil and social conditions of those
times, and unfairly applies standards developed in what we
believe to be more civilised days. We might also note that we are
to-day quite as incapable as any seventeenth-century Kirk
Session of dealing effectually with pride and hypocrisy and
similar deadly sins, and in fact make sadly little attempt to deal
with sin at all.
In modern times the Scottish elder, released from former
responsibilities for education and the care of the poor and
discipline, has found new outlets for his zeal; and congregational
life has acquired something of the rush and excitement that
characterise human affairs in general, so that elaborate halls have
become indispensable, and many members are extremely busy
ith what is termed "church work" in some of the numerous
ganisations that are now routine, all of which come under the
pervision of the Session.
But discipline concerns not just the official organised life of
hristian congregations. It is a question of the relationship of the
urch-that is, of all Christian people-to the world, and their
ponsibilities for the redemption of the world to the glory of
od. This element in the proclamation of the saving Word must
ot be overlooked if the Church is to worship God aright.
lvin's aim was a community that could be called the company
the faithful. He was by no means tolerant, and believed in
terfering with people and their ways of living, for, in the words
f Ebenezer Erskine: "Error, ignorance, unbelief, atheism, pride,
ity, profanity," and like evils are "the pillars and strongof Satan's kingdom,"41 which it is part of the Church's
usiness actively to assault in the interests of the kingdom of
od to whom they have declared their allegiance.
Tertullian once asked, "Are not even we laics priests?"42
nd quoted Rev. i. 6 . Upon this idea the Reformation laid particular stress. The layman began again to have a share in worship,
and the Reformation, like later Methodism, sang itself into
rity. The layman was given a place in Church government,
lly under Calvin's scheme. The layman was also offered
on such as would enable him to study the Bible, and be
able to state reasons for his faith. A historian of repute has
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suggested that Luther's To the Christian NobiZify, one of the great
1520 tractates, might well be entitled "The Responsibility and
Duty of the Laity in Ecclesiastical Affairs," for its theme is how
"every man in his office must be useful and beneficial to the
rest."43
The Reformation attitude comes out in the doctrine of the
Priesthood of All Believers, derived, of course, from Scripture,
and not a new discovery for, as Bishop Gore points out, "To
co-ordinate the laity with the clergy . in regulating the affairs
of the Church is only deliberately to return to the primitive ideal
of the New Testament and the purest Christian centuries."44
The Reformation was in part an anti-clerical movement, and the
doctrine of the priesthood of all believers found favour with
some who were dissatisfied with the organised Church. Luther45
seems thus to have come upon it in Tauler's Sermons. He himself,
in his impulsive way, puts it forward in an extreme form
in two of the I 5 20 tractates, and gives the impression that he is
expressing hostility to the clergy rather than attempting to
exalt the laity. There are allusions to clerical tyranny, to professionalism and misconduct, to pomp and power, and he claims
to find in the Bible references indeed to ministers, but none to
any distinction between clergy and laymen. Later he thought it
advisable to write against "sneaks and hedge-preachers" because
the Anabaptists were alarming him by taking his teaching only
too literally; and he did, of course, agree that men should
be set apart for ministerial functions, though he declined to
admit of a mediating priesthood. He speaks in one place of
the priesthood celebrating the sacrament: "and we all kneel
beside him and around him, men and women, young and old,
master and servant, mistress and maid, all holy priests together,
sanctified by the blood of Christ. We are there in our priestly
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Calvin, though he accepts the voice of Scripture in the
atter, nowhere lays emphasis upon the priesthood of all
lievers. The Scots CoÃˆfessio makes its protest against a mediating priesthood which offers a sacrifice propitiatory for the sins
of quick and dead, on the ground that this detracts from the
sufficiencyof the one sacrifice of Jesus Christ, and the Westminster
Confession adopts the same position. The priest is clearly
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distinguished from the minister of the Gospel, and the name
"priest" is reserved for Christ Himself. George Gillespie in
seventeenth-century Scotland pronounced the distinction made
between clergy and laity to be "Popish and un-Christian."*6
This view has prevailed to some extent in Holland, and something like it was common in the United Presbyterian Church in
nineteenth-century Scotland. Probably Gore is not far wrong
when he remarks: "The gulf is narrowest where the general level
of Christian life and aspiration is highest."47 Objection to a
eparate, or at least a professional and academically trained,
lergy was manifest in Cromwellian England in the multitude
f sects then spawned, and in particular there was a widespread
elief that any converted man or woman had a message and
ight prophesy or preach. Conversion experience was all
ant, and education had simply nothing to do with the
A. L. Drummond48 vouches for the story that one Negro
of the Southern Baptists prayed: "0 Lord, I praise Thee
m ignorant. Make me ignoranter. Make me ignorant as a
ule." But I venture to think that the doctrine of the priesthood
fall believers need not carry us quite so far as that.
This particular doctrine was possibly not so prominent
mongst Calvinists as with Luther and the sects, because of the
her view taken by Calvin as to the nature of the Church, with
consequent stress upon the authority and responsibility of
tors, and because of the well-defined position granted to the
aity by associating them officially with the government of the
hurch's affairs, both temporal and spiritual, through the
sentative eldership. There is here something of the truly
olic Church, a Christian community within which ministers
aity play appropriate parts as members of the one Body of
hrist. Gregory Dix speaks of the liturgy of the laity in the
arly Church, and others have written of Confirmation as a
ayman's ordination.49 This element of active lay participation so
necessary to the completeness of the' Church's worship appears
to have been overlooked in the medieval period;, but Protestantsm, with its use of the vulgar tongues, its restoration of preachng to a place in normal worship, its encouragement of conregational singing, did something to make the priesthood of
believers a reality, and we have a situation comparable to what

.
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Professor Boulgakoff claimed to be the position in Eastern
Orthodoxy, that "all Christians are clothed with the sacred rank
of laymen."50
One way in which the laity can still contribute is noted by
James Durham: "Ministers would neither disdain, nor think
shame to call for the help of the people's prayers; neither would
people neglect, nor think it needless, or a burden to them, to
take a serious lift of their ministers in their prayers to God."51
Further, the extent to which private individuals were enabled
and inspired to read the Bible and think about religion, and offer
intelligent sacrifices of private prayer; the care also with which
family worship was promoted, with the head of the house as
family priest conducting a service of praise, prayer and scripture
reading; and in eighteenth-century Scotland the appearance
of Praying Societies52 on the lines of Reformation prophesyings,
gatherings which have their present-day successors in youth
fellowships and other meetings of lay people more or less under
lay leadership, but all within the Church and under Church
authority, reveals a true priesthood of all believers, though when
ministers entirely disappear, as among the Quakers or the
Brethren, one cannot but feel that something of proved value
is lost. Yet certainly the laity has duties within the strictly
religious province. George Gillespie, who helped to compose our
Westminster standards, has written: "Nor is the question of
teaching, exhorting, admonishing, reproving, comforting one
another, or praying for or with one another in the way of a
private Christian fellowship and brotherly love, for this belongs
to the general calling of Christians as they are Christians."53
l

rally, and says that it
has to a very- large extent concentrated attention on things
religious, . and on piety, as if it were man's religion only that
had been redeemed. and not the whole man in the created order
to which he belongs."5* In some quarters there has indeed been
as much overemphasis of this distinctive feature as in others there
has been overemphasis of the complementary aspect. It may,
however, be pointed out once more how remarkably Calvin
cc

..
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made allowance in his system alike for individualistic and for
community requirements; it is among more extreme individualists that the dangers of pietism are to be sought. D. L. Popplewell,55 writing in Truth, Unity and Concord, asserts that the genius
of Protestantism is individualistic and pietistic, and the genius of
Catholicism, because it accepts man as a whole, and makes no
attempted abstraction of the religious side, is better related to the
secular unit. T o many, however, it would seem that it is the
Catholic type that in practice does cut existence in two, very
markedly separating the sacred and the secular; and indeed
T. R. Glover56 brings this plainly to the fore in pointing out
that the Southern Eurooean to-dav would do murder on little
provocation. but to eat meat in Lent is sin,
At the sake time, the rediscovery of the individual was a
special feature of the Reformation, and a tendency to exaggerate
his significance after centuries of neglect was ineluctable. Nationalismto some extent represents this feature in England as in
Scotland and elsewhere. But there corresponds to it also emphasis
on the subjective as distinct from the objective, and there
owed itself a propensity to isolate the soul within the persony, and to limit religion to what might be a very narrow sphere,
result being some kind of pietism. It is the attitude of Mary,
over against which that of Martha reveals an opposite defect.
The boundaries of the individual self are notoriously obscure.
e are complicated creatures. Each of us is-

"A silent court of justice in himself,
Himself the judge and jury, and himself
The prisoner at the bar."
It with ourselves, praise or bla
im ourselves; can say in disgust, '
double ass was I," or bestir ourselves and shout: "Richard's
himself again." R. L. Stevenson suggests several conscious
centres, and we might trace this in Socrates, Plato and Horace.
Tennyson's Two Voices has analogies with what we read in
Ovid and St. Paul. Oliver Wendell Holmes distinguished the
self, the self others think to be ours, and the self we think
; and William James enumerates material, social and spiritual
ves, where the first may include clothes, family, home and
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work, while a man has as many social selves as there are people
who know him, and there is also the man's inner subjective
being. Besides which, as the whole past is our possession, and-

"We see by the /&h/ of thousands ofyears
And the knowledge of millions of men,"
to be almost no limits to what might be regarded a
nse part of our "self." Thus the "whole man" i
difficult to define.
On the other hand, the very narrowest and most subjectiv
of pietistic selves may represent precisely the point where such
process as that which we describe by the word "conversion'
or "new birth" may effect a complete unification of a man
various selves, and settle the character and direction of th
"whole man" in all his relationships. Hugh Binning has written
"A man and his will is one: if you engage it, you bind all; if yo
gain it, it will bring all with it.
Let a man's love be one
gained to Christ, and the whole train of the soul's faculty, of th
outward senses and operations will follow upon it."57 This i
psychologically sound.
Experience also shows that, while environment, oppor
better conditions, a fuller and richer occupation, are imp
they are not saving; and the primary concern of Christianity I
to make a man fit to face anything and to be more than c
to provide him with an adequate scale of values and the
regulate his life accordingly, thus surely redeeming "t

. ..

It is true that with such an end in view some would b
themselves exclusively with the religious self, and make just
tion appear to be their final aim for the individual; and ce
sects were so little interested in sanctification as actually to
into Antinomianism. Apart from such unfortunate abuse, we
note the prominence assigned to justification in theological
literature as in John Forbes's Doctrine of Justification58 and John
Brown of Wamphray's Life of Justification Opened;59 and it is not
irrelevant to mention A. N. Whitehead's remark that "the in
sistence upon rules of conduct marks the ebb of re
fervour,"so and to recall that at certain stages Scottish r
almost degenerated into sheer moralism.
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Calvin's influence was solidly against, not only exaggera
of individualism in the matter of private judgment, but
exaggeration of the relative importance of justification 1
relation to salvation. He taught a high doctrine of the Church
and would no doubt have appreciated F. D. Maurice's sta
ment: "We enjoy the presence of the Spirit, His teachings a
illuminations, not as individuals, but as living portions o
a living Body";61 and there can be no question as to the outstanding place which he assigned in the divine purpose to the
idea of a Christian society. Ethics is emphatically present in
his scheme, and discipline is one of its most characteristic
features.
Calvin's teaching as to sanctification may be summed up in
his words: "He dwells in us by His Holy Spirit, by whose power
our carnal desires are dailv more and more mortified, and we are
sanctified, that is, consecrated to the Lord unto real purity of
life, having our hearts moulded to obey His law, so that it is
our prevailing inclination to submit to His will and to promote
His glory alone, by all possible means."62 Scottish religious
literature leaves no doubt as to the sufficient recognition of
sanctification. Thomas Boston63 wrote: "The sanctification of
sinners is the chief subordinate end of the covenant of grace or
of the gospel, standing next to the glory of God. ~ n faith,
d
justification, deliverance from the law, sin, death and the devil,
are subordinated to sanctification, as means for reaching that
end." Quaintly he said elsewhere: "People must not think to
take on a profession of religion, as men set their foot in a boat,
and sit there at their own ease, till they be set ashore. Persons
may reach Hell in this way, but they will not arrive at Heave
Thomas Halyburton pertinently protested: "It seems very h
to allege that Calvin's doctrine of justification is an enemy
holiness, while the opposers and enemies of this doctrine, at t
same time, nickname the maintainers of it Puritans, Precisian
and I know not what, because they will not take so great
latitude in their practice as them~elves.'~6*
Hugh Binning ha
much to say about that holiness without which no man shall see
the Lord. "Ye who are created again in JesusChrist,itmost of all
concerns you to ask, Why am I made? and Why am I redeemed?
and T o what purpose? It is certainly that ye may glorify your
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heavenly Father. And you shall glorify Him if ye bring forth
\
much fruit."66
The good works involved in godliness, holiness, sa
are indeed definitely distinguished from the good WO
unjustified. Durham says: "An honest walk must b
honest principle . 'tis on this ground that all t
natural men, of merely moral men, are rejected, as
honesty in them, as being but the fruit of corrupt trees,
can bring forth no good fruit."66 John Willison puts it succinct1
"The fruit is always sour that grows not upon the root Christ";
and Ebenezer Erskine makes the same point when he di
tinguishes "gospel holiness" from "mere morality," and insis
that what is done is only a good work if done by a good and
holy person-that is, one renewed by the Spirit of Ch
justified by His merit.68 The same idea appears in
Anatomy of Melancholy, where we read: "Yet this love o
nuptial, heroical, profitable, honest, all these loves put
are little worth, if they proceed not from a true Christi
minated soul, if it be not done in ordine ad D e w for
sakeY7;69and is not this the point of Jesus's statem
John the Baptist: "He that is least in the kingdom of heaven
greater than he?"
There is here no concentration upon religion by i
pietism. Very definitely the Church member was given a sense
his responsibility as a Christian living in the world, being
encouraged to good works, and that not out of self-interest, but
for God's glory; being taught to do everything for Christ's
sake, not even content with the honesty and uprightness and
good conduct which the better class of modern pagan, like the
ancient Stoic, might feel obliged to adopt for his own satisfaction, or for the public weal; but disinterestedly, in gratitude, as a
reasonable sacrifice, as a part of worship. It is true that the
professing Christian will have his distinctive view of life and
standard of values and will abjure "the world, the flesh and the
devil," and may indeed become a Puritan and develop special
antipathies to maypoles or bear-baiting or tip-cat, to publichouses or sweepstakes or Sunday golf; but that is not pietism.
It was plainly recognised long ago in Scotland that it is not
man's religion only that is to be redeemed, but the "whole man."

. .
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Indeed, this very expression occurs in Thomas Boston, where he
more than once in his writings, which were most popular
throughout the country for generations, defines godliness as a
"conformity to God in the whole man."70 This is perhaps surprising, as Boston was an enthusiastic admirer of the Marrow of
Modern Divinity, a book imported from England, which in 1720
the Scottish General Assembly condemned as tending to Antinomianism, the peculiar temptation of pietism. But Boston's
authority is clear. It is simply the Shorter Catechism, which
defines sanctification as "the work of God's free grace, whereby
we are renewed in the whole man after the image of God, and are
enabled more and more to die unto sin, and live unto righteou~ness.~'
Binning71 had also insisted that "spiritual walking"
consist merely in solemn religious duties, and he comhat some people "are in a quite different way and element
ey step out of their civil callings into religious ordinces, ' when even eating and drinking and sleeping, and acting
one's calling, should be affected. Boston72 has something to
say on this: "A heart exercised to godliness will lead us to act as
in the sight of God, whether in public or in private, that no soul
perish through our default"; and elsewhere he urges that we
should lose no opportunity of advancing either the temporal or
the spiritual good of others, and that no one should say, "Am I
my brother's keeper?" James Durham puts it thus: "A man that
would live honestly must study to be honest in all, not only in
duties of religious worship, but also in the duties of his calling,
station and relation, even in everything" "at all times, sabbath
day and week day, in all conditions, in prosperity and adversity,
in all places, at home and abroad, in the shop and in the family,
in journeys by land and voyages by sea."73 And an Aberdeenshire country minister in the mid-nineteenth century has said
"If religion is to influence us at all, it must permeate and steep,
as it were, the whole tissue of our life."'*
This need of Christianity in common life is a matter that
been calling for special attention in our day. The critical situa
in the spiritual world of the present has given prominence to
question of the life and work of the laity, and of the place which
laymen ought to be given, and which they ought to accept, and
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the "good works" that are required of them day by day to the
glory of God. There is no call to every or any Christian, or to the
organised Church, to pose as an authority on economics, politics
or any other department of interest or activity; it is just that in
facing economic or political or any other problem, and in helping
those about them to do so, Christians should be Christian. The
priesthood of all believers has reference to a sphere much wider
than that which is either popularly or technically called religious.
As Bishop Barry has well said: "It embraces all that a Christian
can do, his work, his home-life, his leisure, his investments, his
expenditure, and his politics."75 One might even go farther, and
there are many laymen who would welcome the challenge;
remembering how Jesus asked his disciples whether they were
prepared to drink of the cup that he had to drink, we might
return to Luther, and note how he would have laymen carry their
service to the point of sacrifice.76 Surely it is thus that the name
Laos, people of God, must justify itself.
These then are the marks of the Church, the Gospel message,
the Sacraments as signs and seals of the promises, and the
Christian way of life for individual and community. Where these
are in evidence, there is the Church of God, and there is Christ
Himself.
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